CISP is seeking an **Elementary Music Teacher**

**General Position Overview**
An Elementary music teacher will provide grade level appropriate instruction in the basic fundamentals of music and music appreciation. An Elementary music teacher will also plan and direct two elementary concerts each year (Christmas and spring).

**Subjects & Classes**
Weekly music classes for grades 1-5  
May also be asked to teach general music to grades 6-8

**Age Group & Class Size**
Class sizes at CISP range between 10-16 students. Instruction will be given to first through 5th grade students. May be asked to teach grades 6-8.

**Other Responsibilities**
May be asked to monitor recess and/or lunch duty (some days), attend staff meetings, and help with school events

**Professional Requirements**
A university degree in education, the subject area or a teaching credential is preferred.

**Start Date**
August 2023